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Last week, this column argued that the only constitutional role for armed federal forces in
Portland, Oregon, was to assist U.S. marshals in protecting federal property and personnel
there — in this case, the federal courthouse and those who come to it. The column also
argued that under the U.S. Constitution, the feds have no lawful role in policing streets
unless requested to do so by the governor or legislature of any state.

In Portland’s case, the governor of Oregon and the mayor of Portland both asked acting
Secretary of Homeland Security Chad Wolf to bring his forces home. He agreed to do so
when Oregon’s governor offered to beef up security at the federal courthouse.

Yet, the federal forces were doing more than just protecting federal property. They were
agitating  the  peaceful  demonstrators  in  Portland’s  streets  by  firing  an  internationally
banned variant of tear gas repeatedly and indiscriminately into crowds for hours at a time
every night. The feds were also spying on journalists who were in the crowds of protestors
reporting on what they observed.

Here is the backstory.

The Supreme Court has held, for many generations, that the Fourth Amendment to the
Constitution protects the “right to be let alone.” Today, we call this privacy.

Those who wrote the Constitution were acutely aware of the proclivities of government to
monitor the communications and behavior of folks it hates and fears. King George III sent
British troops and government agents into the homes of colonists under various pretexts,
the most notorious of which was to examine letters, papers and pamphlets to ascertain if
the king’s tax on them had been paid.

This Stamp Act tax cost more to enforce than it generated in revenue. Was the king dumb or
dumb like a fox? Probably the latter; the true purpose of the tax was not to raise money but
to remind the colonists that the king could cross the thresholds of their homes — a right he
did not have in Great Britain — through the use of his soldiers and agents. And, while inside
the home, his agents could discover who was agitating for secession.

With memories of these royal abuses fresh in their minds, the members of the first Congress
— led by James Madison — approved and passed the Fourth Amendment. The states ratified
it as part of the Bill of Rights. Madison also drafted the Ninth Amendment, which reflects the
existence in all people of natural human rights — knowable by the exercise of reason and
insulated from government intrusion. Among those rights is privacy.

May the government lawfully invade the right to privacy? Under the Fourth Amendment, it
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may do so only pursuant to search warrants issued by a judge, and the judge may only issue
a search warrant after taking testimony under oath demonstrating that it is more likely than
not that the place to be searched will yield evidence of criminal behavior. Plus, the warrant
must specify the place to be searched or the person or thing to be seized.

The  language  and  requirements  in  the  Fourth  Amendment  are  the  most  specific  in  the
Constitution.  Madison  insisted  upon  this  so  it  would  be  both  an  obstacle  to  the  new
American government doing to its citizens what the king and his agents had done to the
colonists, and an inducement to the government to focus law enforcement on probable
causes of crime rather than spying on political enemies.

Now, back to the feds in Portland.

We know from their admissions that the feds compiled dossiers on numerous journalists
covering their activities in Portland. We also know that some data in those dossiers came
from public sources and some did not. The governmental acquisition of data from nonpublic,
nongovernment sources without search warrants constitutes spying.

The government spies routinely on Americans today — so much so that the revelation of it
ceases to shock.

Why would the feds do this?

For starters, it is far easier to spy unlawfully than it is to obtain a search warrant. As well,
the feds have established a vast network of domestic spies — the 60,000-person strong
National Security Agency. It  captures all  electronic data, voice and text, communicated
within the United States — without warrants and with few complaints.

All this directly assaults the right to privacy, but the feds do it anyway. The spying is so
normal that a deputy DHS secretary ordered it in Portland without seeking approval up his
chain of command.

The government also spies to intimidate — and this brings us back to Portland. When the
government discovers personal information that it has no right to acquire without a warrant
— information devoid of criminal evidence, information that the Fourth Amendment bars the
government from obtaining without a warrant — and then tells you it has this information, it
chills your freedom.

Chilling can make you pause before exposing or criticizing the government. The Supreme
Court has characterized this as a violation of both the Fourth Amendment and the freedom
of speech protected by the First Amendment.

To Wolf’s credit, he either fired or transferred (it is unclear which) the deputy secretary who
ordered DHS agents to spy on journalists  in  Portland.  Yet,  when ordered,  they readily
complied with the order. That’s how commonplace federal spying has become — and how
easy.

The folks who did this should all lose their jobs. Why? Because it is unlawful to obey an
unlawful order.

Or have our constitutional rights been so emasculated that the government doesn’t know
the difference?
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